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Abstract—In Software Defined Networks (SDN) the 

control plane is removed to a separate device called the 

controller. The controller is the most important and main 

part in SDN architecture and large SDN networks may 

consist of multiple controllers or controller domains that 

distribute the network management between them. 

Because of the controller importance, it has been given a 

proper attention and many studies have been made to 

compare, test, and evaluate the performance of the 

controllers. This paper aims to evaluate and compare the 

performance of different SDN controllers which are Open 

Network Operating System (ONOS), OpenDaylight, POX 

and Ryu, using Two performance tests; the first test 

includes connecting two controllers of each of the four 

controllers to linear topology with different number of 

switches; and the other test includes connecting different 

number of controllers of each of the four controllers to 

linear topology with fixed number of switches. Then for 

these tests, the performance in terms of some Quality of 

Service (QoS) parameters such as average Round-Trip 

Time (RTT), throughput, and jitter are measured between 

the two end hosts in each network. After the evaluation of 

the performance has been completed, it had been seen 

that the controllers showed different behaviors, and that 

POX controller showed more stable and good 

performance results than other controllers. 

 

Index Terms—Software Defined Networks (SDN), 

ONOS, OpenDaylight, POX, Ryu, Mininet, RTT, 

Throughput, Jitter. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Switches or routers in typical computer networks have 

two logic planes called the control plane and the data 

plane. The control plane is where the intelligence of the 

device is placed, and the data plane (sometimes called 

forwarding or infrastructure plane), is where packets are 

moved from one network interface on the machine to one 

of the many other network interfaces on the machine. 

From a point of view, the control and data plane can be 

considered to work like the brain and muscle [1].  

Software Defined Networks (SDN) differs from 

traditional networks in the way that the control plane is 

separated from the data plane; the big aim behind SDN is 

to give an open interface to enable the development of 

software that controls the connectivity among network 

resources and flow of network traffic [2]. Fig. 1, presents 

the architecture of SDN which contains three planes, the 

application, the control, and the data plane; application 

and control plane communicate with each other through 

northbound Application Programming Interface (API), 

while control and data plane communicate with each 

other through southbound API.  

 

 

Fig.1. Software-Defined Network Architecture 

The most popular standard example of southbound API 

is OpenFlow. Most projects related to SDN assume that 

the communication of the controller with the switches is 

OpenFlow based. OpenFlow defines how the controller 

adjusts the network and how it should interact with 

devices at data plane [3].  

Data plane consists of network devices like switches 

and routers and they are simple packet forwarding  
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devices, these switches contains flow tables that are used 

to manage the flows of packets; the functions that are 

executed on incoming new packets are determined by 

these flow tables after matching the packets to a 

particular flow [4,5]. 

Network intelligence in the form of software control 

program, referred to as the Controller, reside in the 

control plane [5]. The SDN controller is the main 

governing entity in the whole SDN ecosystem [6]. The 

controller is designed to control the data plane and 

receive from the application layer the necessary elements 

to determine the type of control that needs to be applied. 

Controllers have information about interconnection 

between network devices, global view of them, and best 

paths between hosts. Having this single global map of the 

network enables the controller to make swift, intelligent, 

and agile decisions with regard to flow direction, control, 

and speedy network reconciliation when a link fails [1]. 

An important role of an SDN controllers is to make 

forwarding decisions or set up rules for packets that 

arrive at switches and pass these decisions or rules down 

to the switches to execute them. Also, the controller has 

global controlling and viewing on the entire network [7]. 

Many SDN controllers exist nowadays and the usage 

purpose of such controllers is different. There is a 

necessity to compare and evaluate the different 

controllers because of the importance of these controllers 

[8]. In this paper, the performance of (ONOS, 

OpenDaylight, POX and Ryu) controllers will be 

evaluated and compered. 

The other sections of the paper are arranged as follows: 

Section II discusses the related works, Section III shortly 

review (ONOS, OpenDaylight, POX and Ryu) controllers, 

and Mininet emulator, Section IV talks about the two 

performance tests and shows of results of these tests. At 

last, in Section V conclusion is presented. 

 

II. RELATED WORKS 

A review of the studies that have been done in the past 

years for evaluating and comparing the performance is 

presented in this section. 

D. Turull et al., in [9] introduced a collection of 

measurements for Internet Control Message Protocol 

(ICMP), Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and User 

Datagram Protocol (UDP) traffic to make comparison 

between Trema, Floodlight, and NOX controllers. The 

RTT, TCP transfer time, and UDP packet losses were 

measured. Finally, Equivalent Packet Losses (EPL) was 

introduced as a measurement of how often packet losses 

occur for UDP traffic. The results showed large 

differences in performance between controllers, and that 

performance depends on switch-controller delay and flow 

set-up strategy. 

Y. Zhao et al., in [8] selected five centralized 

controllers (POX, NOX, Beacon, Floodlight and Ryu) 

and used Controller benchmark (Cbench) tool to test the 

performance (throughput and latency) of these controllers 

in cases of single-thread and multi-thread, with different 

number of switches. Finally, they measured the fairness 

of service of the controllers. 

A. Stancu et al., in [10] measured and compared the 

performance of four SDN controllers (ONOS, 

OpenDaylight, POX, and Ryu). A tree topology with 15 

switches and 16 hosts was used to be connected to the 

controllers. The switches were instructed to act as a 

simple hub in the first phase of the test, and in the second 

phase as a simple L2 learning. In each phase, the average 

RTT and the TCP bandwidth between the two end hosts 

of the topology was measured using Ping and Iperf. 

S. Rowshanrad et al., in [11] presented an evaluation 

and comparison of some Quality of Service (QoS) 

parameters of Floodlight and OpenDaylight controllers. 

The delay and packet loss of the controllers were 

measured in single, linear and tree topologies, and in 

different network loads using Mininet emulator. The 

results of the comparison showed that the controllers had 

a competitive behavior. 

O. Salman et al., in [12] conducted a performance 

comparison using Cbench tool among many open-source 

controllers like: POX, OpenDaylight, Floodlight, Ryu, 

and other controllers. This test was made in two modes, 

throughput and latency; in the first mode, the number of 

switches was changed, and in the second mode, the 

number of switches and threads was changed. 

A. Jasim and D. Hamid, in [13] studied and evaluated 

the performance of four controllers (Open-IRIS, Open-

MUL, Beacon and Floodlight), using custom topology, 

and then improved the performance of the network by 

means of QoS method with Floodlight. The performance 

evaluation was done in ICMP, TCP and UDP traffics by 

using Iperf and Ping, and the measurements was done in 

two cases: idle network and with Background Traffic (BT) 

network. The results showed that the controllers had 

different behaviors, and the performance of Floodlight 

got better when QoS was used. 

 

III. REVIEW OF SELECTED CONTROLLERS AND 

EMULATOR 

The selected controllers in this paper ONOS, 

OpenDaylight, POX, and Ryu are presented in this 

section along with Mininet emulator. Also, a summary of 

the main characteristics of these controllers are presented 

in Table 1. 

A. ONOS 

ONOS is funded and supported by a number of 

vendors and service providers, including AT&T, Intel, 

NEC, Nippon Telegraph and Telephone (NTT) 

Communications, and many others. It is an open source 

community written in java that was released in 2014, and 

it provides Java-based and web-based Graphical User 

Interface (GUI) and system applications as well [14,15]. 

B. OpenDaylight 

The OpenDaylight which is an open source controller 

that is programmed in Java. The project started in early 
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2013 and was originally led by IBM and Cisco and was 

hosted under Linux Foundation and is currently supported 

by several vendors (e.g., NEC, VMware, Huawei, and 

others) [14,16,17]. 

C. POX 

POX (Pythonic Network Operating System) is an open 

source OpenFlow controller used by various SDN 

engineers and developers, and its main objective is 

research. POX is NOX’s younger sibling, NOX controller 

was developed by Nicira based on C++, while POX is 

developed using python. POX is also a platform used for 

prototyping and rapidly developing network applications 

[5]. 

D. Ryu 

It is an open source framework programmed in Python 

and developed by NTT Corporation [18]. It has well-

defined API, software components, and logically 

centralized controller [5]. Ryu supports different 

protocols and presents fair features, which makes it 

suitable for research applications and small businesses. 

However, its use in writing applications for real market is 

limited because of its inability to run cross-platforms and 

lack of high modularity [12]. 

Table 1. Comparison based on Features among controllers [12] 

Name of the 

Controller  

Written 

programming 

language 

GUI 

OpenFlow 

version 

Support 

Developed 

by 

ONOS Java Exist 
OpenFlow 

1.0, 1.3 

Ciena, 

ON.LAB, 

AT&T, 

Ericsson, 

Fujitsu, 

NEC, Cisco, 

Huawei, 

NTT, Intel, 

and others 

OpenDaylight Java Exist 

OpenFlow 

1.0, 1.3, 

1.4 

Linux 

Foundation 

with 

Memberships 

Casing more 

than 40 

Corporations, 

Such as 

NEC, IBM, 

Cisco and 

others 

POX Python Exist 
OpenFlow 

1.0 
Nicira 

Ryu Python Exist 

OpenFlow 

1.0, 1.2, 

1.3, 1.4 

NTT 

Corporation 

E. Mininet 

Mininet is a freely available open source network 

emulator [19]. It is a popular SDN platform that 

researchers use due to its flexibility, availability, and 

simplicity. Furthermore, it is devoted entirely to 

OpenFlow architecture [20]. In Mininet the user is 

allowed to create, customize and share various topologies 

that consists of controllers, switches, routers, links, and 

end-hosts, and perform tests on them very easily.  

Mininet contains predefined common topologies such 

as single, linear and tree. Additionally, custom topologies 

can be created [9,19,21]. Mininet can be connected to a 

remote controller, and there are also local controllers. 

Mininet also includes a Command Line Interface (CLI) 

and a simple GUI editor called MiniEdit. 

 

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION TESTS 

In this paper two tests have been made on four 

controllers. These tests were done in Dell Laptop with 8 

GB of RAM and Windows 8.1 pro 64-bit installed 

operating system. The used virtual operating system was 

Ubuntu 14.04 (64-bit) installed in Virtual Box, with 

allocated base memory equals 5000 MB. 

In first test, linear topology with different number of 

switches (or hosts) will be connected to two controllers of 

each one of the four controllers. Then in the second test, 

different number of controllers will be connected to a 

linear topology with fixed 64 switches. For each of these 

two tests, the basic network performance parameters 

(average RTT, throughput, and jitter) will be measured. 

The reason that these tests are only limited to linear 

topology is because hand-written python code was used 

to start it. For single and tree topologies it will be hard to 

write such code because two controllers are not allowed 

to control a predefined single topology and for tree 

topology it is hard to write python code to start such 

topology with different depth and fanout.  

The designed network for the first test is shown in Fig. 

2, where two controllers (C0 and C1) of each of (ONOS, 

OpenDaylight, POX and Ryu) controllers will be 

connected to linear topology with number of switches (2, 

4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128), This network is started using 

python code that askes to enter an integer number (N) to 

specify the number of switches and hosts required to 

create the linear topology that will be connected to the 

two controllers. It should be mentioned that in this test 

the case of (128) switches for ONOS controller will not 

be evaluated and compered with the other controllers due 

to memory limitation in the used test environment. 

And the designed network for the second test is shown 

in Fig. 3, where (1, 2, 4, 8, and 16) controllers of each 

controller will be connected to linear topology with fixed 

64 switches. This network is started using a second 

python code that askes to enter an integer number (N) to 

determine the number of controllers, then these 

controllers will be connected to an equal portion of the 64 

switches.  

For example, if the entered number (N) equals (4) then 

four controllers (C0, C1, C2 and C3) will be connected to 

the network and each of them will connect to 16 switches, 

the (j) in the figure is a counter that starts from the 

number (2) and represents the reduplication of 64 

switches divided by the entered number of controllers (N), 

to clarify this in this example, C0 will be connected to 

S1-S(64/4) which is (S1-S16),  C1 will be connected to 

S(64/4+1)-S(64/4*2) which is S17-S32, C2 will be 
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connected to S(64/4*2+1)-S(64/4*3) which is (S33-S48), 

and C3 will be connected to S(64/4*3+1)-S(64/4*4) 

which is (S49-S64); this is only for clarification of who 

the switches is divided between the controllers.  

It also should be mentioned that in this test only POX, 

Ryu, and the case of (1, 2, and 4) ONOS controllers will 

be evaluated and compered due to same reason of 

memory limitation in the used environment. 

 

 

Fig.2. Setup of the designed network for first test 

 

Fig. 3. Setup of the designed network for second test  

A. Implementation of the Performance Tests 

For each mentioned test, the basic network 

performance parameters (RTT, Throughput, and Jitter) 

will be measured to evaluate the performance of the 

controllers, these parameters are measured for each 

number of switches and controllers in the two tests 

between the two end hosts of each network (i.e. between 

h1 and h2, h1 and h4, …). 

1) RTT Measurement 

RTT, also called Round-Trip Delay, is the time 

required for a packet to travel from source to a 

destination and back again. For each of the two tests, the 

average RTT in milliseconds (ms) is measured using Ping 

command. Ping is a very common tool used for checking 

the connectivity between two hosts in a network and to 

determine, host reachability, network congestion and 

travel length. Ping works by sending an ICMP echo-

request packet to an address, and then waiting for an 

ICMP echo-reply [22]. For each test, the RTT is 

measured two times; one with default ping command 

parameters and the other with larger packer size and 

smaller time interval, to see the effect of increasing the 

load on the response of the controllers. 

2) Throughput Measurement 

The second performance parameter is the Throughput. 

Throughput defines how much useful data can be 

transmitted per unit time; it is equal to the bandwidth if 

there is no protocol; however, in most practical cases the 

throughput is less than the bandwidth [23]. For each test, 

the throughput in Megabits per second (Mbps) is 

measured using Iperf command by making a TCP 

connection between iperf client and server, this command 

is also repeated two times; one with default parameters 

and the other with larger TCP Window size, which is the 

amount of data that can be buffered during a connection. 

3) Jitter Measurement 

Finally, the Jitter (which is the variability in delay of 

the packet) in ms is measured using Iperf, by making a 

UDP connection between iperf client and server as, UDP 

does not use any algorithm to ensure the arrival of the 

packet to the destination and sends datagrams one after 

another without retransmitting [24]. For each test, Jitter is 
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also measured two times; one with default parameters and 

the other with larger UDP buffer size. 

However, it should be mentioned that the performance 

in terms of RTT, throughput, and jitter should not be the 

only factors used to choose among the different 

controllers; other factors like the reliability and usability 

is also important [12]. 

B. Analysis of Results 

The results of performance comparison of the 

controllers when using different number of switches and 

controllers in the two tests that was mentioned are 

described as follows: 

1) Results of the First Test  

The results of measuring the average RTT, Throughput, 

and Jitter when connecting two controllers of each of 

(ONOS, OpenDaylight, POX, and Ryu) controllers to 

linear topology with different number of switches will be 

presented for comparing and evaluating the performance 

of these controllers to see the effect of using two 

controllers on these parameters. 

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, present the results of average RTT 

measurement and from these figures it can be observed 

that: 

 

 

 

Fig.4. Average RTT of first test 

 

Fig.5. Average RTT of first test with different packer size and time 

interval 

 In general, the results of average RTT with 

different packer size and time interval shown in Fig. 

5 is higher than the results of average RTT with 

default parameters shown in Fig. 4 specially when 

the number of switches increase.  

 increasing the number of switches increases the 

delay due to increasing the load (number of 

switches) on the controllers and more processes are 

needed. 

 OpenDaylight has the highest RTT values. 

 POX has the lowest RTT values. 

 ONOS and Ryu approximately have the same RTT 

delay. 

 

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, present the results of Throughput 

measurement and from these figures it can be observed 

that: 

 

 In general, for each controller the results of 

Throughput in both figures are nearly the same. 

 increasing the number of switches decreases the 

Throughput due to increasing the load on the 

controllers. 

 OpenDaylight has the lowest Throughput values. 

 POX has the highest Throughput values. 

 Except for (2) switches case in Fig. 6, ONOS 

throughput values is lower than Ryu. 

 

 

Fig.6. Throughput of first test 

 

Fig.7. Throughput of first test with different TCP window size
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Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, present the results of jitter 

measurement and from these figures it can be observed 

that: 

 

 In general, for each controller except for 

OpenDaylight, the results of jitter in both figures 

are nearly the same and increasing the number of 

switches does not affect the jitter. 

 OpenDaylight has the highest jitter values. 

 POX has the lowest jitter values. 

 ONOS, POX, and Ryu controllers keep close jitter 

values with some differences. 

 

 

Fig.8. Jitter of first test 

 

Fig.9. Jitter of first test with different UDP buffer size 

2) Results of the Second Test 

The results of measuring the average RTT, Throughput, 

and Jitter when connecting (1, 2, and 4) ONOS controller 

and (1, 2, 4, 8, and 16) controllers of each of (POX, and 

Ryu) to linear topology with fixed 64 switches will be 

presented for comparing and evaluating the performance 

of these controllers to show the effect of increasing the 

number of controllers on the network performance. 

Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, present the results of average RTT 

measurement and from these figures it can be observed 

that: 

 

 

 

 In general, the results of average RTT with 

different packer size and time interval shown in Fig. 

11 is higher than the results of average RTT with 

default parameters shown in Fig. 10. 

 increasing the number of controllers does not affect 

the average RTT of POX and Ryu controllers. 

 Except for the case of one controller, POX has the 

lowest RTT values, and except for the case of two 

controller in Fig. 10, Ryu has the highest RTT 

values. 

 

 

Fig.10. Average RTT of Second Test 

 

Fig.11. Average RTT of Second Test with different packer size and time 

interval 

Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, present the results of Throughput 

measurement and from these figures it can be observed 

that: 

 

 In general, for each controller the results of 

Throughput in both figures are nearly the same. 

 POX has higher throughput values than ONOS and 

Ryu.  

 ONOS has lower throughput values than Ryu in 

case of two and four controllers connected. 
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Fig.12. Throughput of Second Test 

 

Fig.13. Throughput of Second Test with different TCP window size 

Fig. 14 and Fig. 15, present the results of jitter 

measurement and from these figures it can be observed 

that: 

 

 In general, for each controller the results of jitter in 

both figures are nearly the same. 

 OpenDaylight has the highest jitter values. 

 POX has the lowest jitter values in both figures and 

Ryu has the highest jitter values. 

 ONOS jitter value in case one controller connected 

is lower than 2 and 4 controllers. 

 

 

Fig.14. Jitter of Second Test 

 

Fig.15. Jitter of Second Test with different UDP buffer size 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

A performance evaluation and comparison of ONOS, 

OpenDaylight, POX, and Ryu controllers was carried out 

in two tests that include connecting linear topology to 

each controller with different number of switches, and 

different number of controllers.  

In first test, connecting two controllers to the network 

shows that among controllers, POX gives better (average 

RTT, throughput, and jitter) results than other controllers 

and OpenDaylight gives worst results than other 

controllers. It is also concluded that increasing the 

number of switches increases the RTT delay and jitter 

and decreases the throughput values because more 

processing will be needed. In second test, connecting 

more controllers to the network shows that among 

controllers, POX has better results in most cases than 

ONOS and Ryu. It also shows that within each controller, 

POX and Ryu controllers keep nearly constant results and 

ONOS results of (average RTT, throughput, and jitter) of 

one controller is better than two and four controllers.  

The two tests results show that repeating (ping, Iperf 

TCP connection, and Iperf UDP connection) commands 

with different (packer size and time interval, TCP 

window size, and UDP buffer size) parameters degrades 

the performance of the controllers due to load increasing. 

Finally, from the results of these tests, it can be 

concluded that POX controller shows better results in 

having constant low average RTT, high throughput, and 

low jitter values, in addition of having more durability 

and flexibility. 
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